
Smart Snapshots on top of a
Distributed Transactional Memory

Plurix Overview

- Native Distributed Operating System for commodity PC clusters

- Type safe implementation language Java for OS development

- Customized Java compiler for hardware programming

- Event-driven transactional processing 

-  Snaphots & recovery
for fault tolerance

Distributed Transactional Memory
- Storing kernel, device drivers, applications and any dynamic data

- Transactions bundle write messages within a single commit

- Speculative execution allows hiding of network latency

- Simplified distributed programming by transactions
 consistent states are enforced by each commit

- Optimistic synchronization avoids deadlocks 
  and lock-based communication overhead

- Speculative transactions may be aborted

  All changes made by transactions must be restartable

  Good basis for backward error strategies

Smart Snapshots

- Distributed Transactional Memory (DTM) is updated in a coordinated way at commit times

- Transactional processing makes an additional snaphot coordination superfluous

- DTM stores application and operating system data 

 No local checkpoints for kernel and device states are required

  It is sufficient to just read and store DTM content on disk

  Can be done by any/all nodes

- Snapshots:

 - Are stored on one or several nodes

- Are written asynchronously to disk in an incremental fashion 

- Garbage collection and disk reorganization
ensure fast disk access for a long running DTM

- Proactive page collection for speeding up the snaphsot operation

- Restartable operations are an inherent feauture of transactions

  Almost no additional complexity is introduced for restarting the cluster
 (special care is needed for device driver states)
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Restartable Devices

- Device states must be consistent after 

a TA abort and after a fallback

- Smart Buffers bridge the gap between
transactional and interrupt-driven space, 
preventing device data loss in case of
a TA abort, but are not sufficient to
guarantee consistent device states
after a fallback.

- Solution: important device states are 
 mirrored in the DTM to become part 
 of each checkpoint.

- After a fallback the driver reinitializes
its device to the stored state.
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Future Work

- Fully distributed checkpointing architecture (parallel disk access)

- Dependency tracking (recovery of single nodes)

- Redundant fault tolerant checkpoints
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Measurements of Checkpointing Performance
- Different checkpointing strategies (none, standard, proactive)

- Checkpointing intervals between 2 and 60 seconds

- Measurements with a ray tracing application

- Measurements with a Gram-Schmidt Process Benchmark
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